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Okdo Document Converter Professional is a handy tool that was designed to help you perform quick
document conversion tasks. Using the program you will be able to perform file conversions, including the
following types of documents: PDF, DOC, DOCX, RTF, XLS, PPT, TXT, HTML, JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF,
EMF, PCX, PNG, and others. Okdo Document Converter Professional sports a clean and straightforward
layout that lets you set up the dedicated parameters with minimum effort. The program works with the
following formats: PDF, DOC, DOCX, RTF, XLS, PPT, TXT, HTML, JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF, EMF, PCX,
PNG, and others. Okdo Document Converter Professional offers support for batch processing, which means
you can add multiple files to the list and process them at the same time. You can also upload individual files
or add the content of an entire folder, and remove the selected items or clear the entire list with just one
click. Extra tools for more flexibility Other important options worth mentioning are represented by the
possibility to select the saving directory, save files in the source directory, create subfolders, as well as
automatically open the target location at the end of the task. The program comes packed with several
advanced features designed to give you a hand when it comes to converting each page of the PDF to a single
image, resize ICO files, as well as pick the color depth for ICO files. You can also apply watermarks to your
images by providing details about the text, alignment, and font settings, upload an image, as well as adjust the
transparency and zooming option. During our testing we have noticed that Okdo Document Converter
Professional offers very good output results, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. It
doesn’t put a lot of stress on CPU and memory, so the overall system performance is not hampered. In
conclusion All in all, Okdo Document Converter Professional offers a handy set of parameters for helping
users perform conversion operations. File Ninja is a handy utility that was created to provide all-in-one file
management solutions. File Ninja allows you to manage file operations on your Windows PC from an easy-to-
use and convenient interface. The software supports file operations for: copying, moving, cutting, deleting,
renaming, and backing up, as well as provides basic image editing

Okdo Document Converter Professional Crack + Activation Key Free Download

Easy User-friendly interface Built-in tools Compatible with any documents (especially PDF, HTML, DOCX,
PCX) Selectable and removeable items Added files and folders (even several at once) Batch processing
Compatible with any operating system Note: Works best with Acrobat Pro, Adobe Reader and Foxit Reader.
Package Contents: 1. Okdo Document Converter Professional Free Download Okdo Document Converter
Professional converts PDF, DOC, DOCX, RTF, XLS, PPT, TXT, HTML, JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF, EMF,
PCX, PNG, ICO files to JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF, EMF, PCX, PNG, ICO and PDF. With Okdo Document
Converter Professional, you can easily convert and batch convert more than one file into different files, save
and delete one or many file/folder, and convert one image into many images at once. Key Features: 1.
Windows application, easy to use. 2. Support for various formats of documents 3. Easy to set up 4. Batch
convert, select and remove item. 5. All in one solution 6. Easy conversion 7. Create subfolders 8. Automatic
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opening target file/folder. Portable EPUB to HTML5 converter is a simple yet very powerful EPUB to
HTML5 Converter, which converts EPUB to HTML5. This EPUB to HTML5 Converter supports to convert
EPUB to HTML5 with no loss of formatting. It is a great tool to convert EPUB to HTML5. When you use
this EPUB to HTML5 converter, it will not require Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader. No other application
has this ability. This tool can even read the DRM protected EPUB format. This EPUB to HTML5 Converter
can work offline and does not need internet connection. It is a very powerful software. It is compatible with
Windows operating systems. Key Features: 1. Convert EPUB to HTML5 with no loss of formatting. 2. Can
convert DRM protected EPUB and convert EPUB to HTML5. 3. Can work offline without connection to the
Internet. 4. Can read various file formats including EPUB, DOCX, DOC, PDF, TXT and more. 5. Supports
batch processing to convert 77a5ca646e
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The program sports a clean and straightforward layout that allows you to set up the dedicated parameters
with minimum effort. Supports various types of documents It sports a clean and straightforward layout that
allows you to set up the dedicated parameters with minimum effort. The program works with the following
formats: PDF, DOC, DOCX, RTF, XLS, PPT, TXT, HTML, JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF, EMF, PCX, PNG, and
others. Okdo Document Converter Professional offers support for batch processing, which means you can
add multiple files to the list and process them at the same time. What’s more, you are allowed to upload
individual files or add the content of an entire folder, and remove the selected items or clear the entire list
with just one click. Extra tools for more flexibility Other important options worth mentioning are
represented by the possibility to select the saving directory, save files in the source directory, create
subfolders, as well as automatically open the target location at the end of the task. The tool comes packed
with several advanced features designed to give you a hand when it comes to converting each page of the
PDF to a single image, resize ICO files, as well as pick the color depth for ICO files. You can also apply
watermarks to your images by providing details about the text, alignment, and font settings, upload an image,
as well as adjust the transparency and zooming option. During our testing we have noticed that Okdo
Document Converter Professional offers very good output results, and no errors showed up throughout the
entire process. It doesn’t put a lot of stress on CPU and memory, so the overall system performance is not
hampered. In conclusion All in all, Okdo Document Converter Professional offers a handy set of parameters
for helping users perform conversion operations. File Commander Pro X-Folders is a simple, yet powerful
file manager for your Windows system. It allows you to navigate to any folder you choose and perform
multiple file operations without leaving the program. This program also allows you to compress the folders,
split the large files, and merge them into a single file. File Commander Pro X-Folders Description: File
Commander Pro X-Folders is a simple, yet powerful file manager for your Windows system. It allows you to
navigate to any folder you choose and perform multiple file operations without leaving the program. This
program also allows you to compress the folders,

What's New In?

– Supports all types of standard documents; – Generates all kinds of output formats; – Allows you to perform
batch processing; – Supports text wrapping and full justification; – Allows you to set the color depth for.ico
files; – You can upload one image or select several files; – You can add text and crop the source image; –
You can upload a watermark; – Supports selected image; – Makes it easy to perform all kind of PDF to
image and image to PDF conversions. Try Okdo Document Converter Professional for Free! – Now you can
easily convert documents into different formats and edit them as you like. Try Okdo Document Converter
Professional for Free! – Now you can easily convert documents into different formats and edit them as you
like. Download Okdo Document Converter Professional for Free! – Now you can easily convert documents
into different formats and edit them as you like. Try Okdo Document Converter Professional for Free! –
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Now you can easily convert documents into different formats and edit them as you like. Vista
Recommendations: – The program can be run as a standalone application or as a part of the Windows 7/8/10
taskbar. – The app can be used on any computer equipped with a Pentium 3 or higher processor. – The app
can be installed on up to 2 separate computers. The file size is just 8.38 MB. Download Okdo Document
Converter Professional now for a chance to try it out for free! "Okdo Document Converter Professional" 7.0
review Okdo Document Converter Professional is a Windows application that is designed to help users
perform a wide range of conversion operations. This freeware offers support for various document formats,
including:.doc,.docx,.rtf,.txt,.html,.xls,.ppt,.jpg,.bmp,.png,.ico,.emf,.pcx,.tif, and.tiff. You can also convert
several documents at once using the program's batch processing capability. You are able to set various
options, including the saving directory, the file destination, the color depth for.ico files, and the watermark
placement. In addition, the program offers several advanced features, including the ability to extract one
single image from the source PDF file, allow watermarks to be added to the images, and allow the setting of
text alignment, justification, and font. This freeware can convert any number of images at once and you are
able to set the size of the new images in each case. To help you determine the best settings, the program
includes a couple of sample files in each of the supported formats. You can also upload a watermark image
of your choice to each of the converted files. To wrap things up, Okdo Document Converter Professional is
able to open the
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (64-bit version), Windows 8.1, Windows 7 (64-bit version) Processor: Intel
Core i5-2400 or AMD Phenom II X4 965 or equivalent Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce
GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 7850 or equivalent DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet
connection Storage: 30 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Additional Notes: Unofficial
game content, maps,
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